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How to draw clear lines in gimp

Gimp is pretty good at drawing straight lines. It's easy as 1) set the first point with the left click and 2) set the second point with shift+left click: But when I set the opaque to 30-70%, a small error appears - the first point is overlapped on my line: How do I deal with it? Another example of this problem is: instead of something like this: This tutorial is based on Text and © 2002 Seth
Burgess. The original tutorial can be found on the Internet [TUT01]. Figure 3.45. Example of straight lines This drill shows you how to draw straight lines with GIMP. Forcing the line to be straight is a handy way to deal with the inconvenience of a mouse or tablet and harness the power of your computer to make things look like they're troops and correct. This week does not use
straight lines for complex tasks; Its purpose is to show how you can use it to create fast and easy straight lines. Preparations Figure 3.46. Introduction to the shift-key invention, called typewriter, is introduced by Shift Key. You generally have 2 on your keyboard. They look like the upper character. The keys are located on the left and right sides of the keyboard. The mouse was
invented by Douglas C. Engelbart in 1970. These come in different varieties, but they always have at least one button. Create an empty drawing image 3.47. New picture First create a new picture. Any size will go well. Use → to create a new picture. Select a 3.48 tool image. Color tools in the toolbar Any red-marked tool in the top toolbar can make rows. Create a picture of the
starting point 3.49. Starting Point Click on the paint brush in the toolbar. Click on the picture where you want the row to start or end. A single point will appear on the screen. The size of this point represents the current size of the brush, which you can change in the brush dialog box (see section 3.2, Brush dialog). Let's start drawing a line. Hold down the Shift key and turn your
toes. Line drawing figure 3.50. Drawing a line When you have a starting point and pressing shift, you will see a straight line following the cursor. Press the first button on the mouse (usually the left) and release it. During this full click of the mouse button, you must hold the Shift key reserved. Final Figure 3.51. Final image This is a powerful function. You can use any drawing tool to
draw straight lines. At the end of the day, you can even draw multiple lines. Our last step is to release the Shift key. And there you go. Here are some more examples. Happy GIMPing! Image copyright (C) 2002 Seth Burgess and may not be used without the author's permission. Intent¶ This tutorial shows you how you can make straight lines with GIMP, with shift key. This week
does not use straight lines for complex tasks; its purpose is to show how you can use it to create quick and easy line effects. Step 1¶ First create a new image. Any size will go well. Step 2¶ Then click on paintbrush. Any of the tools in the top toolbar box, you can make lines. Step 3¶ When you click the brush tool, you can click the image. A single point will appear on the screen.
The size of this point represents the current size of the brush, which you can change in the Brush dialog box. Let's start drawing a line. Hold down Shift and turn to the button. Step 4¶ When you have a starting point and you hold the Shift key, you will see a line as above if you are using GIMP version 1.2.x or later. This feature was not present in GIMP version 1.0.4. However, the
next step works the same way. Press the first button on the mouse (usually the left) and then release it. During this full click of the mouse button, you must hold the Shift key reserved. Final: You see how the line is at the top of the preview? This is a powerful feature of the paint brush. You can use it with any of the tools shown in step 3, or you can even draw multiple lines at the
end of it. Here are some more examples. Happy GIMPing! Seth Examples: I turned the gradient into the Paint Brush Tool. I rendered the grid, and then used a smudge tool with low spacing and a slightly larger brush. I used this with a clone and resource setting on the Maple Leaves pattern. This one is a plasma cloud and uses a tool to delete with a square brush. I used the
Dodge tool at the top and left of the blue box, then used the burn tool on the right and bottom. You have a sketch that you're proud of and want to show off or even sell. Unfortunately, all you need to catch is to capture the sleepy camera and the lights in your living room. It will show you how to get a great image out of it either way. The lighting is complicated when shooting a
drawing. Graphite has a natural glow, so flash is not an option. It also does not show light directly on the drawing. It is best to place more lights around the image at shallow angles. Glare lines will be directed away from the camera, but you'll still get a relatively whole across the image. You care more about eliminating glare than making a judicial tone, as the tone is easy to correct.
The picture I chose to work with has a lot of problems. The paper is not coolly lit, and the lights that shine on it have different temperatures. It was taken with a small camera. Still, with only a few steps out of it, we're going to get a look at it. Our strategy is to create an image that contains only tones of paper using a few filters for shortcuts, and a little grease elbow. Then, using layer
modes, we will remove the paper tone effect from the image. First, find the darkest region of the naked paper in the picture and use the eye cap to get its color. Don't forget the average value of three color channels. In this picture, the darkest naked paper has about 110. With this value, we will try to remove all rows from the picture. Duplicate the image on the new layer. Then
open the startup &gt; improve &gt; despeckle with the following settings. Turn off Customizable. Turn off Reursive. Set a radius as high as it will go. Set the black level to the value of the darkest bare paper (in this case 110) and the white level to 256. We ask Gimpa to look every 30×30 regions and find a median of all dots that are brighter than 110 and dimmed from 256. Since we
have found that the most dimmed surface of the bare paper is 110, by determining this range we get the full range of paper tone, but as few lines as possible in the drawing, and hopefully we will only get the color of the paper from the filter above most of the image. It worked for a few pictures, but not everything. In some hair regions, you can see that there were no dots that would
reach the range limits of 110 to 256, leaving the image alone. You can still see the shadow of the original drawing in areas that were particularly dark. We can go a little further if we seduce him again. We have to manually clean it from here. I'm doing this with a smlo as a paint brush to extract paint from the regions I trust into regions that have been dissuaded by the drawing.
Before that, I recommend duplication of layers. This final image should be our best guess at what paper would look like without a drawing. Keep referring to the original drawing when you wrap it. When you're satisfied that it looks like an empty version of the original drawing, set the layer mode to Parts. Voilà! The paper's gone! Why does this work? Physics tells us that the color of
light is multiplied by the color of the surface (albedo) to produce the color we see. The areas of blank paper show us the color of the light, because the paper itself is white. To restore the original drawing, we just need to reverse this multiplication (split) to restore the surface color. After removing the rest of the print and trimming it, we have a picture we can work with. Gimp or GNU
Image Manipulation Program is a free graphics application that you can use to create and edit images and photos. You can also use Gimp to draw your own pictures using paintbrush to draw freehand or with the Paths tool to create lines and customize and place them. Preparation Using Paintbrush Tool Using Paths Drawing With Shapes PrincessPandaLover Scratcher 1000+
posts I use GIMP for art and stuff, but the lines are just pixelized and similar. I want to do those smooth lines that I see on sonic fanart. Please don't tell me to use Paint Art SAI. (We have technical problems. Cubeupload's down. In the meantime, enjoy this:)Hmmm... TheMonsterOfTheDeep Scratcher 1000+ posts I'm not quite sure what you mean with smooth. If you think
smoothly as in no sharp angles, try to play around with a smooth flick settings under the options tools. If you mean anti-aliased, I'm not quite sure what the problem might be - but I do get GIMP for drawing anti-aliased until I found out that I had to stop using pencil tool not doing anti-aliasing. In my experience, however, GIMP is not exactly great for art - I recommend using Krita.
my latest extension: 2d Vector Math PrincessPandaLover Scratcher 1000+ posts TheMonsterOfTheDeep has written:I'm not quite sure what you mean with smooth. If you think smoothly as in no sharp angles, try to play around with a smooth flick settings under the options tools. If you mean anti-aliased, I'm not quite sure what might be the problem – but I couldn't get gimp to draw
anti-aliased until I learned that I need to stop using the Pencil tool, which doesn't do anti-aliasing. In my experience, however, GIMP is not exactly great for art - I recommend using Krita. Thanks. (We have technical problems. Cubeupload's down. In the meantime, enjoy this:)Hmmm... PrincessPandaLover Scratcher 1000+ posts SonicMasterSystem wrote(a):P rincessPandaLover
wrote(a):SonicMasterSystem wrote(a):Personally I did not use GIMP much, but when I used GIMP, I used this tutorial. (Maybe there was another tutorial.) firealpaca! I also used this tutorial. Oh.. Then just use Firealpaca.Please do not report to me guys for gibberish file name this image received from cubeeload. It wasn't intentional. I'd better use GIMP, I'm so used to it. (We have
technical problems. Cubeupload's down. In the meantime, enjoy this:)Hmmm... scratchisthebest Scratcher 1000+ posts probably because gimp is a program for drawing bitmap. Make images with higher resolution or use a vector graphics program such as Inkscape Tymewalk Scratcher 1000+ posts Think when you fill the lines in there are those weird little white pixels? the
audacious thing - the cursing thing - the underlined thing - crossed out the thing PrincessPandaLover Scratcher 1000+ posts scratchisthebest wrote:Probably because gimp is a program for drawing bitmap. Make images with higher resolution, or use a vector graphics program such as Inkscape does, vector is not my thing. Tymewalk wrote,Do you think when you fill the lines there
are those weird little white pixels? No. (WE HAVE TECHNICAL PROBLEMS. Cubeupload's down. In the meantime, enjoy this:)Hmmm... Tymewalk Scratcher 1000+ posts PrincessPandaLover wrote: Do you think when you fill the lines there are those weird little white pixels? No. Then I don't know what you mean by smooth lines. Looks like you're already using the brush tool. the
bold thing - the italic thing - the underlined thing - the crossed out thing
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